Meeting Agenda

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING LOCATION &
HPC INFORMATION

Location:
Geneva City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
February 20, 2018

4.

HPC Public Hearings
A. 4 East State Street
Applicant:
Application for:

Time:
7:00 p.m.

Commissioners:
Scott Roy, Chairman
Steve Collins
Jim Hamilton
Al Hiller
George Salomon
Paul Zellmer
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 2018 MEETING

CASE 2017-130
Fred H. Zinke, Geneva Resident
Historic Landmark Designation – continued
public hearing

5.

Review of Conceptual Planned Unit Development
A. Cetron Place at Peyton Street
CASE 2018-106
Applicant:
StreetScape Development, LLC
John McLinden / Mary Danaher
Karis Capital, LLC
Jake Finley / Rolf Anderson
Application for:
Proposed New, Six-Unit Townhome Infill

6.

Review of Building Permit Applications
A. 406 South River Lane
CASE 2017-128
Applicant:
Brian Hogan - Hogan Design + Construction,
Developer / Contractor
Sean Gallagher, Gallagher Associates, Architect
Application for:
Infill Construction for Single Family Residence
B.

305 South River Lane
CASE 2018-102
Applicant:
W. Alex Teipel, Architectural Resources
Tom and Jayne McCulloch, Owners
Application for:
Proposed New Sunroom

The Geneva Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded, and summary minutes are
transcribed by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require accommodations in order
to allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning Division
at 630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to make
reasonable accommodations for those persons.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES
Geneva Public Works Training Room
1800 South Street, Geneva, Illinois
February 20, 2018

1.

Call to Order

Chairman Roy called to order the February 20, 2018 meeting of the Geneva Historic
Preservation Commission at 7:00 p.m.
2.

3.

Roll Call
Present HPC:

Chairman Roy, Commissioners Hamilton, Hiller, Zellmer, Zinke

Absent:

Commissioners Collins and Salomon

Staff Present:

Historic
Preservation
Planner
Michael
Lambert;
Community
Development Dir. David DeGroot; Attorney for City of Geneva, Ron
Sandack; Planet Depos Court Rpt. Humphrey-Sonntag and Recording
Secretary Celeste Weilandt

Others Present:

Residents Fred Zinke, Kate McCracken for the Shodeen Foundation and
Dave Patzelt; Elizabeth Safanda, Colin Campbell, W. Alex Teipel, Tom
and Jayne McCulloch, Kim and Joe Lyons, Sharon Jones, Nan Wrolds,
Sean Gallagher, Gallagher & Associates; Douglas Warlich, Brian Hogan,
Hogan Design + Construction

Approval of Meeting Minutes – January 16, 2018

Minutes of January 16, 2018 meeting were approved on motion by Commissioner
Hiller, seconded by Commissioner Zellmer. Motion carried by voice vote of 4-0-1. (Hamilton
abstains.)
4.

Public Hearings
Commissioner Zinke recused herself on the following application:

Motion to open the public hearing by Commissioner Zellmer, seconded by
Commissioner Hamilton. Motion carried by voice vote of 4-0.
Chairman Roy proceeded to explain the protocol for the public hearing and administered
the oath to those wishing to speak.
A.
4 E. State Street (Case No. 2017-130). Applicant: Fred H. Zinke, Geneva Resident.
Application for Historic Landmark Designation. Historic Preservation planner, Michael Lambert,
summarized the landmark nomination process which was publicly noticed. Per Mr. Lambert, the
nomination was made per the requirements of the Historic Preservation Ordinance and the building
was being nominated under all eight criteria of the Standards of Designation. Mr. Lambert
reviewed the three measures of integrity that are used to measure the building’s historic value. A
current photo of the site and various diagrams of the historic structure were reflected on the
overhead screen, as was the 1885 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map.
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Photos reflecting the historic structure from the east and west perspectives were shown as
well as a summary by Mr. Lambert of what the building’s uses were in prior years and how the
building evolved over time, eventually incorporating in the former Mill Race Inn restaurant. More
current photos dating from 2016 depicted the original walls of the historic structure.
Mr. Lambert announced that as of 4:40 p.m. this afternoon, an objection was received and
staff was not able to review the entire document. Mr. Lambert asked that the document be part of
the HPC’s consideration. He recommended that the commission could continue the public
hearing, if desired, to thoroughly review the objection.
Chairman Roy invited the applicant to come forward.
Mr. Fred Zinke, 314 Euclid Avenue, Geneva, summarized that he was nominating the Julius
and Edward Alexander 1846 structure as a Geneva historic landmark. He believed the building
met six of the seven requirements for landmarking and proceeded to review each of the six criteria
for nomination, sharing the building’s historic uses over 100 years, and discussing what remained
of the original facades. Mr. Zinke introduced Mr. Colin Campbell, who also assisted him with the
nomination application.
Commissioner questions followed as to the period of significance wherein Mr. Zinke
clarified the period of significance for the application was approximately 100 years, or from 1846 to
about 1946. Concern was raised by Commissioner Zellmer regarding documentation of the
building prior to the 1890s and whether there was a fire in the building or not. A couple of the
commissioners also commented that the application was thorough, met the nomination
requirements, answered many of the commissioners’ questions in advance, and the existing
structure still retained enough of its significant character and architectural integrity.
Commissioner Hiller believed landmarking the structure, at least for the City, allowed
another oversight of the building and he believed it did not create a burden on the owner because
landmarking did not affect whether a building could be repurposed, moved or demolished.
Chairman Roy opened up the hearing to the general public.
Ms. Kate McCracken, attorney with Hoscheit, McGuirk, McCracken & Cuscaden,
St. Charles, Illinois, and representing the Shodeen Foundation, reviewed some of the definitions
she would be referring to in her presentation. Specifically, she noted there was no legal
description for the subject property and the application did not reflect the correct name of the
owner. Ms. McCracken reiterated the importance of having the application correct.
Ms. McCracken referenced the submitted objections the commissioners received just prior
to tonight’s meeting, pointing out the owner had no obligation to submit anything to the
commissioners, but in doing so, her client was providing transparency. Her goal was not to be
difficult but to call attention to the fact that the HPC had certain obligations to review the objection
with the understanding that the property belongs to someone else and the commission was being
asked by a third party to restrict what could and could not be done with the subject property, which
she said had serious consequences.
Ms. McCracken explained that, in her opinion, the submitted application had the following
defects: There was no legal description for the structure to be landmarked, the ownership was
listed incorrectly, and a number of inaccuracies issued which prohibited voting to take place on the
nomination application. She pointed out the structure’s current use was not stated in the
application and while the prior uses for the structure made a good story, she stated they were not
2
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permitted under the City’s current zoning ordinance. Additionally, Ms. McCracken pointed out she
had not seen any preliminary findings from staff in a staff report and for staff to indicate that the
application was complete caused her concern moving forward legally.
Other alleged inaccuracies of the nomination process were also voiced by McCracken: the
owner was not at the pre-filing conference held by staff; the structural integrity of the building was
seriously comprised and not sound; and the City declined a structural review and inspection of the
building. Therefore, Ms. McCracken believed any opinions to the structural integrity could not be
taken seriously.
Referencing the city’s Master Plan, Ms. McCracken read text from the plan as it related to
the proposed redevelopment concept for Opportunity Site No. 6. She pointed out that nowhere in
the Master Plan did it discuss that the subject property was intended to be saved, reused, or
landmarked. Again, she emphasized the concerns about the nomination process.
Ms. McCracken asked the commissioners to focus on the facts as it related to the existing
uses and the existing structure to be landmarked. She proceeded to explain the permitted
demolition of the more recent structure -- the Mill Race Restaurant -- that took place to reveal what
was underneath it: the remnants of a four-wall limestone building that was altered many times over
the past 175 years, which was unstable.
Mr. Dave Patzelt, 77 N. First Street, Geneva, reviewed current photos of the structure’s
interior and exterior walls in further detail, pointing out the structure was not structurally sound.
Returning, Ms. McCracken then reviewed some of the options the owner considered for the
site, including: 1) relocating the remnants to another site, but was unable due to the remnant walls
being too heavy and too fragile; 2) determining whether an architect could incorporate the
remnants into a newly-built structure (could not, due to the structural integrity of the remnants); and
3) consulted with a Geneva resident who expressed an interest in obtaining the remnants but after
reviewing them, determined it was not possible).
In closing Ms. McCracken shared that while the owner will continue to attempt to identify a
reasonable reuse of the materials. Within the context of the ordinance and the context of the
structure being landmarked, McCracken disagreed with the earlier-mentioned opinion that
landmarking the structure would give the City better oversight. She believed otherwise, explaining
it substantially restricted what a property owner could do with his or her property and structure.
Furthermore, McCracken clarified that when a third party starts to control what is considered the
“gateway” to Geneva, the commission is prohibiting a foundation from the reasonable development
of the property without just compensation. Ms. McCracken closed by reviewing her points again as
to why she did not believe the application met the requirements of the landmark status.
Chairman Roy opened up the meeting to public comment.
Mr. Colin Campbell, 18 S. Sixth Street, recalled that, when the Shodeen Foundation
purchased the property initially, it was their intention to save the subject building. It was only after
he found out that Shodeen had requested a demolition permit and a quick decision from the City
Council that Mr. Zinke quickly filed an application for landmarking, which was made under duress
in order to stop the process and for the property to be reviewed. In addressing permits for
demolition over the years, he explained that many developers like to convey they should be
granted a hardship to demolish a building because they are not salvageable. He hoped to get an
opinion on whether this building was salvageable, citing the saving of Fiora’s Restaurant and the
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Pure Oil building, which the commissioners were told were not salvageable initially. He hoped the
HPC would allow an independent survey of the building.
Mr. Zinke returned and agreed that an independent, professional structural engineer was
needed but he was not sure who followed up with such a request.
Ms. Liz Safanda, 1013 Dunstan Rd., Geneva, inquired as to why the commissioners
received the objection in such short notice. She believed with the information provided, however,
the commissioners had enough information to make a decision on the matter tonight.
In response, Ms. McCracken reminded her that the City’s ordinance did not require the
objecting owner to file an objection for 30 days after the public hearing. For the city, Mr. Sandack
also agreed with Ms. McCracken’s comments and explained that the property owner had certain
rights, given that the application was from a third party. Though the objection appeared untimely,
he said it was within the time constraints of the city’s provisions.
Chairman Roy invited applicant, Mr. Zinke, to respond to the above comments.
In response, Mr. Zinke agreed with the city’s attorney there were side issues that had no
basis in the landmark nomination, however, his question was whether the commissioners believed
the building met the criteria for landmark nomination. He asked the commissioners to take their
time with this matter.
Mr. Lambert read into the record a letter, dated February 20, 2018, received by the City of
Geneva from Landmarks Illinois to Historic Preservation Commission Chairman Scott Roy which
was in support of the landmark designation stating the building was a rare example of early
settlement history in Geneva and Kane County. (Attached to minutes as Exhibit A)
Hearing no further comments, discussion from the commissioners centered on the fact that
the objection was received late and there was no time to review it. There was concern that no
historic integrity was left of the building, and did enough of it remain from its time period, since the
structure had been rehabilitated and repurposed many times. Per a question, Mr. Lambert
explained the difference between structural integrity and historic integrity.
Asked what the gain was in getting the structure landmarked, Mr. Zinke explained it was to
hold off demolition in order to eventually prepare an economic development package for re-use of
the property.
Motion by Commissioner Hiller to continue the public hearing to a date certain, that
date being March 20, 2018. Second by Commissioner Hamilton. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:

Hamilton, Hiller, Zellmer, Roy
None

MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 4-0

(Commissioners took a break at 8:59 p.m.; reconvened at 9:05 p.m.)
(Commissioner Zinke returns.)
Review of Conceptual Plans
A.
305 S. River Lane – (Case No. 2018-102). Applicant: W. Alex Teipel, Architectural
Resources for Tom and Jayne McCulloch, Owners. Application for Proposed New Sunroom.
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Mr. Lambert reviewed the location of the property on the overhead, noted the location of the new
sunroom and pointed out that the home was part of the Kate Raftery beautification project on River
Lane during the early 1920s. The original home was the second of two new homes constructed on
River Lane during this time frame. Mr. Lambert provided a summary of the home’s expansion over
the years to its more recent changes. Of significant importance was that the 1999 expansion did
come before the Historic Preservation Commission and at the time the approval was to replicate
the original details of the screened porch with stucco pilasters and columns and to retain the
hipped roof. During construction, however, the hipped roof was changed to a gabled roof.
Tonight’s approval was for a three-bay sunroom, retaining the gable roof, and maintaining the
stucco exterior with clad cottage-style windows (SDL) flanked by paneled pilasters.
Mr. Alex Teipel with Architectural Resources, explained that the owners’ existing screened
porch was in poor shape and the owners felt it would be better to replace it entirely with a threeseason room. Currently, the screens were in bad shape and the wood was not in good condition
but could be replaced. He believed the new sunroom would be an improvement and it would pick
up some of the elements from the entrance next to the garage.
However, Chairman Roy felt the new sunroom should be more in keeping with today’s
architecture versus trying to keep it historic looking from the 1920s. (Zinke steps away at
9:17 p.m.) Mr. Teipel preferred something that looked like it belonged with the house.
Commissioner Hiller voiced concern about the long length of the sunroom or possible window
spacing, but overall favored its low profile, design and elements pulled from the front entrance.
(Zinke returns 9:19 p.m.) Commissioner Zinke also voiced concern about the sunroom’s proportion
and its long length (25 ft.), given the proportion of the porch wall seen from the primary street
would be very large. Asked if the applicants considered placing the square footage on the side of
the house, Mr. Teipel explained the difficulty of doing so, confirming none of the sunroom existed
on the rear of the home. He added that plenty of landscaping would conceal the proposed
sunroom and break up its length.
Owner, Mr. Tom McCullogh, explained he did not want to continue adding onto the previous
sunroom expansions of prior years. This addition would balance off the north side of the home and
he was not in favor of moving the square footage to the east elevation due to the river flooding.
Commissioner Zellmer voiced concern about the west elevation not looking much like a
porch, probably due to no window existing, and believed it should look like a porch In response,
Mr. McCullogh and Mr. Teipel pointed out that if three windows were installed on the west
elevation, privacy would be lost as well as wall space. Commissioner Zinke expressed concern
about the importance of this home and, again, raised concern that “tacking on” a large porch (25 ft.
by 20 ft.) made the original home look out of proportion. Further dialog followed between
Mr. Teipel and the chairman regarding the addition looking more current.
From a functional perspective, Mr. Teipel indicated he would not support three widows on
the west elevation and Mr. McCullogh stated he wanted the privacy since the current sunroom sat
close to the street and noise was a concern.
No further comments followed.
Review of Building Permit Applications
A.
402 S. River Lane – (Case No. 2017-127). Applicant: Brian Hogan with Hogan
Design + Construction, Developer/Contractor; Sean Gallagher with Gallagher Associates,
Architect. Application for Infill Construction for Single-Family Residence. Mr. Lambert recalled for
5
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the commissioners that this case came to the HPC as a concept review prior. It was a permit
review. He located the site on the map and proceeded to review the elevations being proposed by
the applicant. The proposal met the City’s allowable square footage and bulk standards. A
summary of the HPC’s review comments were portrayed on the east and north elevations on the
overhead screen. Details followed.
Mr. Sean Gallagher with Gallagher Associates, Geneva, appreciated the HPC’s comments
to the concept plan and reviewed the modifications made to the roof line: it was pulled in and cut
off with some added brackets on each side of the dormers; the home’s base siding would be 8-1/4
inch Hardiboard, smooth side out while the upper portion would be beaded siding with 7-inch
exposure to add character. A skirt will be used to break up the elevation. Ideas for roof colors
included the Timberline Pewter Gray or Charcoal on architectural shingles; windows would be
Marvin SDL casement windows/aluminum clad (Stone White color); and the porch floor would be
wood decking with wood-wrapped, tapered columns. The porch ceiling would be bead board.
The detached garage will carry the canopy element from the home. For exposed
foundations, either a parge coat along the foundation wall will be incorporated or possibly a sandblasted finished. Mr. Gallagher reviewed the bulk standards in more detail, noting they were under
the city’s allowable requirements.
(Resident, Ms. Nan Wrolds briefly interrupted, stating she was the property owner to the south and
had some general questions about the alley and having enough room for the proposed homes.)
Continuing, Mr. Gallagher said he will be installing Coachman garage doors on the
detached garage. Two options were being considered for the brick material: Meridian Brick by
Illinois Brick Company or Old Georgetown Tumbled (Kansas by the Illinois Brick Company). He
asked if commissioners had comments on the bricks. None voiced.
Further dialog followed as to what happened to the water table, if there were examples of
alleys in other parts of the city, and commissioners sharing positive comments on this proposal.
Motion by Commissioner Zellmer, second by Commissioner Hiller to approve an
application for infill construction for a single-family residence, as presented. Seconded by
Commissioner Hiller. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:
5.

Hamilton, Hiller, Zellmer, Zinke, Roy
None

MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 5-0

Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)

Mr. Lambert said that the City’s legal counsel has suggested that the commissioners
receive public hearing training. The Illinois Historic Preservation Agency will be attending a future
meeting, tentatively the March HPC meeting, to address issues as they relate to the HPC’s design
guidelines and concept reviews. Regarding concept reviews in general, Mr. Lambert explained
that if commissioners feel there is dissention or unanswered questions with a project under a
concept review, they should not feel pressured to provide a unanimous response to an applicant.
Concerns of each commissioner should be summarized and expressed, perhaps by the chairman,
to the applicant so that the areas of concern can be properly addressed by an applicant in
subsequent reviews of a project. A short discussion followed regarding the use of substitute
materials and how the use of those materials correlates to the National Park Service’s SOI
Standards as it relates to substitute materials, as interpreted by commissions across the country.
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Mr. Lambert announced the National Alliance of Preservation Commissions (NAPC) conference to
be held in July in Des Moines, Iowa.
6.

New Business

A.
From the Commission: Mr. Lambert provided an update on the DeMaray siding
appeal, noting it will be discussed at the February 26th Committee of the Whole and City Council
meetings. Mr. Lambert highlighted staff concerns with the potential outcomes of the appeal,
specifically how the adopted siding policy may be impacted and whether or not the “Significant”
rating holds value in regard to local preservation.
B.
7.

From the Public: None.

Adjournment

There being no further business to come before the Historic Preservation Commission, the
meeting was adjourned at 10:08 p.m. on motion by Commissioner Roy, seconded by
Commissioner Zellmer. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 5-0.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
March 20, 2018

Applicant:
Fred H. Zinke, Geneva Resident

AGENDA ITEM 4A

4 East State Street
Proposed Historic Landmark Designation

BACKGROUND
On December 27, 2017, Geneva resident Fred H. Zinke submitted a
nomination for Historic Landmark designation of 4 East State Street,
Geneva, Illinois, known also as the Mill Race Inn property. The Applicant
is not the Owner of Record for the nominated property.

Request:
Consideration of a
Historic Landmark Nomination

HPC Case Number:
2017-130

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

2016
On December 28, 2017, the submitted nomination was reviewed for
completeness and accuracy by the Preservation Planner for the City of
Geneva. Written review comments and requests for clarifications and
documentation were provided to the Applicant by City staff. The
Applicant submitted a revised nomination on December 29, 2017 (see
Exhibit A, attached).
Notification of Interested Parties
Anna B. Harmon and Kent W. Shodeen as Directors of 4 East State Street
Holdings, LLC / Shodeen Family Trust, the Owner of Record of the
nominated property, were notified of the Historic Landmark nomination
by United States Postal Service (USPS) Certified Mail, sent on December
29, 2017 and delivered on January 2, 2018.
Per provisions of the Geneva Historic Preservation Ordinance, the Owners
of Record of all adjoining properties within 500 feet of the nominated
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property were initially noticed of the application for Historic Landmark designation on December 29, 2018.
On January 22, 2018, a notice of the scheduled public hearing for consideration of the Historic Landmark
nomination on February 20, 2018 was mailed to the Owners of Record for all adjoining properties within 500 feet
of the nominated property.
On January 23, 2018, signs advertising the date, time, and location of the public hearing were posted at the
nominated property along State Street and Bennett Street.
On January 24, 2018, a notice of a public hearing to consider the Historic Landmark designation of 4 East State
Street, Geneva was duly published in the Daily Herald newspaper (see Exhibit B, attached). The public hearing was
scheduled to be heard before the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission on February 20, 2018.
Summary Evolution of the Nominated Building
The remaining building at the nominated property is a vernacular industrial building, constructed of locallyquarried limestone and dating to circa 1846 or earlier. The nomination provides history of the evolution of the
structure from its association with pioneer settlement and industry to its 1933 development as The Mill Race Inn,
a highly-regarded restaurant in the Fox Valley.
The Period of Significance, as identified in the submitted nomination, is 1846 to 1945. Staff suggests that the
Period of Significance be modified to: circa 1846 (earliest documented date of construction) to 1946 (the year that
Ann Forsyth sold The Mill Race Inn).
The limestone building was erected by brothers Julius and Edward Alexander, pioneer settlers of Geneva, The one
story, limestone building stood adjacent to the earlier, wooden, Alexander Brothers’ blacksmith shop and, initially,
may have served as a foundry. A large doorway on the east side of the limestone building apparently provided a
connection between the two structures. The limestone building was built over a basement, where—presumably—
the transmission and driveshaft for equipment at the main floor was located.
Initially, the limestone building was one of many industrial sites utilizing power generated from the flowing waters
of the Fox River. The nominated structure was erected along the east mill race supplied with waters diverted from
the Fox River; numerous early industries were established on both banks of the river valley. The Town of Geneva,
platted in 1837 on the west side of the Fox River, was laid out upwind of the industrialized, river basin. Timber
and agricultural claims along with a few pioneer homes stretched eastward from the east riverbank.
The first, documented occupant of the limestone building was the Stevens Paper Mill. However, it is unclear if the
paper factory was the first occupant of the building. The limestone building was enlarged prior to the Civil War for
use as a wagon and carriage factory. At that time, a second floor was constructed for the painting of carriages.
During the early 1880s, the building was converted to a cooperage (barrel-making) by Charles E. Mann. During his
tenure, two disastrous fires destroyed the wooden blacksmith shop and the wooden second floor. By the early
1890s, the nominated building took its present form: a rectangular, one story building over a basement with a
shed roof that slopes from north to south.
Between 1893 and 1932, the building was used for a variety of businesses and, sometimes, sat vacant. In 1933,
the limestone building was remodeled for use as a restaurant by the local contractor, August Wilson & Son. The
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remodeling included the addition of a stone fireplace and enlarged windows at the west and south elevations.
The renovated building was operated by Ann Forsyth as The Mill Race Inn, a seasonal café, for 12 years. In 1946,
she sold the restaurant she had established with the assistance of her sister, Marjorie.
The restaurant continued to operate successfully for another 60 years after Ann Forsyth’s departure. During that
time, the restaurant was expanded numerous times. The first of many additions did not obscure the original
limestone building; however, by 1964, the original limestone building was completely enveloped. Although the
majority of the original, limestone walls and 1933-era windows were exposed to three dining rooms and the bar
area, the numerous expansions sacrificed portions of the original, limestone walls at the east, north, and west
sides of the original structure. From 1946 until 2011, the original, 1933 dining room of the Mill Race Inn—with its
exposed, limestone walls and fireplace—served as the central dining room of the restaurant.
The Mill Race Inn was sold in 2005 but closed, permanently, in 2011. Over the next five years, the property slowly
deteriorated.
In 2015, the property was acquired by the present owners. The following year, the nominated property was
cleared of most of the structures and additions erected after 1946. However, the original, 170 year old, limestone
structure was carefully salvaged during the demolition process. For the first time in more than 50 years, the entire
limestone building was exposed to provide a view of its circa 1890-1946 form and architecture.
Details of the Nomination
The 4 East State Street property is nominated under the following criteria:
1. located within the corporate boundaries of the City;
2. at least thirty (30) years old, in whole or in part;
3. possesses integrity of design, materials, workmanship, setting, location, feeling and
association; and
4. embodies such other qualities and characteristics as in the judgment of the Commission
should be considered for the designation of a landmark.
5. possesses one or more of the following demonstrations of significance:
a. a broad cultural, political, economic or social association with the historic
development of the nation, state, or community;
b. identification with a historic person or with important events in national, state, or
local history;
c. distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type inherently valuable for the
study of a period, style, method of construction or use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship;
d. the notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose work and/or
activity has significantly influenced a period of Geneva’s development;
e. an improvement embodying all or part of the above characteristics, which is subject
to encroachment of detrimental influences;
f. an improvement of historic, architectural, or cultural significance which is threatened
with demolition by public or private action; and/or
g. an improvement with other qualities and characteristics that, in the judgment of the
Commission, should be considered for the designation of a Historic Landmark.
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Consideration of the Nomination
Per the Geneva Historic Preservation Ordinance, the nomination for designation as a Historic Landmark must be
evaluated, first, for historic significance. In other words, does the submitted nomination support one or more of
the 7 demonstrations of significance as outlined above. If the property is determined to be significant, then the
property is to be evaluated for integrity. Simply, a finding of historic and architectural integrity means that the
existing structure retains sufficient character and features to be understood as the historic property identified in
the submitted nomination.

2016

2016

2016

2016

circa 1892

2016
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The request for Historic Landmark designation is a determination separate and apart from condition assessment,
economic feasibility, or future uses. If the nominated property is designated as a Historic Landmark by the Geneva
City Council, then building condition; economic and/or structural feasibility; and use would be considered under
a separate review when a future applicant seeks a Certificate of Appropriateness for any proposed work affecting
the property. Future, proposed work could include repair, rehabilitation, or demolition.
On February 20, 2018, a Public Hearing to consider the submitted Historic Landmark nomination was opened at
the regular meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission, which included testimony from the Applicant; Kate
McCracken, Attorney for the property owner; Dave Patzelt, Representative of the property owner; and other
interested parties. The Public Hearing was continued to the next regular meeting of the Historic Preservation
Commission to be held on March 20, 2018.
REQUEST
The Applicant requests that Historic Landmark designation for 4 East State Street, Geneva, Illinois be
recommended to the Geneva City Council by the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission.
REVIEW / APPROVAL PROCESS: NEXT STEPS*
Pending Commission action, the next steps regarding the consideration of the Historic Landmark nomination for
4 East State Street are:
1. April 9, 2018 – Committee of the Whole (COW) review and recommendation to the City Council
2. April 16, 2018 – City Council consideration of the request
* This timeline is provided for informational purposes only, exact dates are subject to change.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
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Applicant:
John McLinden – StreetScape
Development LLC, Developer
Jake Finley and Rolf Anderson
– Karis Capital LLC, Owner

Request:
Concept Review for a New
Townhome Project as part of a
Preliminary Planned Unit
Development (PUD)

HPC Case Number:
2018-106

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

AGENDA ITEM 5A

Peyton Street and Cetron Place
Concept Review - Proposed Townhomes

BACKGROUND
Planned Unit Development (PUD) Review
A proposal for a new townhome development, Cetron Place Townhomes,
as part of a Preliminary Planned Unit Development (PUD).
Because the proposed townhome development lies within the Geneva
Historic District, the Applicants have asked for a conceptual review of the
townhome portion of the preliminary development proposal.
Per ordinance, the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) “shall hold a
public meeting and provide written comments to the City Council or the
Plan Commission” when a Planned Unit Development (PUD) is proposed
within the Historic District.
The Commission shall provide comment regarding historic features,
structures, and sites that may be affected by a proposed development. In
the case of a subdivision or a Planned Unit Development (PUD), the
Commission's recommendations relating to the character of the
development, yard setbacks, landscape features, and building scale shall
be made at the time of development review. Furthermore, the
Commission's recommendations shall provide comments that identify the
most effective means of achieving the City of Geneva’s development
objectives within a designated historic district.
Once the proposed Cetron Place project moves forward and the project
details are finalized, the development will be reviewed, again, by the
Historic Preservation Commission. Following the Final Planned Unit
Development (PUD) review, no additional review by the Historic
Preservation Commission shall be required at the time of building permit
issuance when the final submittal is consistent with the approved plans.
The Development Site
The proposed development site lies north of State Street, east of Richards
Street, and south of Peyton Street. The site is, primarily, within the
Northwest Additions area of Geneva. However, a small portion of the
proposed development site—at the northeast corner of the former
Cetron site—lies within the local, Geneva Historic District. The entire
proposed development site lies wholly beyond the boundaries of the
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North Geneva Historic District, listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
The former Cetron site was identified as an “opportunity
site” within the Downtown / Station Area Master Plan
(D/SAMP), adopted by the City Council in November 2012.
When the Downtown / Station Area Master Plan (D/SAMP)
was adopted, the former industrial site was envisioned as the
location for a new public library. However, in 2015, another
site was selected for the public library. Since that time,
several proposals for mixed use (residential and commercial)
development at the site have not materialized. The City of
Geneva supports redevelopment of the site, which is vacant
except for two, existing structures at the intersection of State
and Richards street.
REQUEST
The Applicants are seeking recommendations from the
Historic Preservation Commission relating to the conceptual
architectural character (mass, height, and scale), yard
setbacks, landscape features, and building scale of the
proposed Cetron Place Townhomes.
Historic District
West Boundary

Upper Right: Conceptual Sketch for the redevelopment of
the former Cetron site (Source: D/SAMP)
Lower Right: Site plan of the proposed Cetron Place
development with the location of proposed townhomes
highlighted (Source: Applicant)
Left: Site plan of the proposed Cetron Place Townhomes
(Source: Applicant)
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Conceptual renderings of the proposed
Cetron Place Townhomes – Geneva, IL
(Source: Applicant)
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Applicant:
Brian Hogan – Hogan Design +
Construction, Developer /
Contractor
Sean Gallagher – Gallagher
Associates, Architect

Request:
Permit Review for a New
Single-Family Residence

HPC Case Number:
2017-128

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

AGENDA ITEM 6A

406 South River Lane
Proposed Single-Family Residence

BACKGROUND
In 1837, the subject property was platted as Lots 1, 2 and 3 of Block 89 in
the Original Town of Geneva. Between 1914 and 1926, Frank W. Renwick
assembled the lots of
Blocks 72 and 89 as well
as land along the west
bank of the Fox River.
Frank W. Renwick
platted the Riverside
Addition to Geneva in
1926.
Lots 1, 2 and 3 of Block
89 remained vacant for
more than 120 years—
until 1958, when a
building permit was
issued for a new, Cape Cod home. Construction of the new home was
completed in 1959 or 1960. The home was first occupied by the Blatner
family in 1961. The property was transferred to descendants of the
original owner in 1988.
In November 2017, a request for demolition of the Cape Cod home was
made to the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission; the request for
demolition was granted at that time. The house was demolished in early
March 2018
REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking approval for
the construction of a new, single-family
residence on Lot 2 of Block 89. The
proposed, new residence incorporates
traditional architectural details and
modern materials for siding, windows,
columns, and roofing.

Original Concept Elevation

The submitted Permit Drawings are consistent with the drawings
presented for Concept Review (in January 2018) but incorporate review
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Comments provided by Commissioners, including modifications related to actual site grading in relation to
building elevations; reduction of overall stairway height/rise from grade to porch deck; modifications of the front
porch apron; amended vertical relationship between the first floor of the residence and garage; and amended
vertical heights of exposed foundation in relationship to proposed grade.
The two story residence will incorporate stucco at the exterior walls; parged foundations (where exposed); clad
windows with simulated divided lites; masonry chimney; and asphalt shingle roof. The front porch will not require
a balustrade / railing with the refinement of grading in relation to the finished porch deck. The single story,
detached garage exterior will complement the residence in the application of exterior materials.
The Architect will provide samples of all exterior materials and identify the locations of specific materials for
review and consideration at the Commission meeting. In accordance with the SOI Standards and Design Guidelines
for Historic Properties as adopted by the City of Geneva, the Commission should determine—minimally—whether
or not:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the overall massing and length of the proposed residence are appropriate;
the front door is appropriate for the residence;
the window design (operation type and divided lite pattern) as well as window materials (aluminum
clad) are appropriate and details meet the requirements of the Geneva Window Policy;
chimney materials are appropriate (including color for semi-permanent materials); and
the exterior siding materials (stucco and trim) are appropriate.

The proposed site plan appears to be in conformance with all zoning requirements.
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Applicant:
Tom and Jayne McCulloch,
Owners

AGENDA ITEM 6B

305 South River Lane
Side Porch Demolition and Reconstruction

BACKGROUND
The house at 305 South River Lane has been identified as a Significant
property in the Geneva Historic District per the 1999 Architectural Survey.

W. Alex Teipel,
Architectural Resources

Request:
Permit Review:
Side Porch Demolition and
Reconstruction

HPC Case Number:
2018-102

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The house was designed and constructed in 1929. It was built as part of
Kate Raftery’s River Lane Beautification Project, begun in 1926. Kate
Raftery’s vision was to clean up the riverfront and revitalize the area by
creating homes and studios for artists. Originally, the beautification
project consisted of refurbishing existing small homes as well as moving a
few homes into the River Lane/Campbell Street/Franklin Street
neighborhood.
The first of the renovated homes along South River Lane and Campbell
Street were designed by Kate and Edmond Raftery’s son, Howard, a
recent architectural school graduate. Howard Raftery soon joined the
local architectural firm headed by Walter Frazier. Mr. Frazier was one of
several architects producing architectural plans for traditionally-inspired
homes for residents of Chicago’s exclusive North Shore communities.
Before settling at Geneva, the Rafterys had lived in Evanston and—a
decade or more later—retained many close, social and business
relationships with their North Shore neighbors. As the popularity of Kate
Raftery’s revitalization efforts increased, affluent people—particularly
North Shore residents seeking a quiet, country lifestyle—began to take an
interest in the revitalized riverfront neighborhood at Geneva.
Begun in 1929 as a speculative house by Kate and Edmond Raftery,
the house at 305 South River Lane was the second, new residence to
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be built on the re-claimed west bank of the Fox River. The home was intended for a more affluent clientele than
had been attracted to the improved neighborhood with its renovated artist cottages. The house at 305 South River
Lane was designed, most probably, by Walter Frazier and his draftsman Howard Raftery, representing one of
Frazier’s earliest collaborations with the young architectural graduate.
According to historical records, the exterior
walls of the two story, ell-shaped section of
the house were constructed of structural tile
faced with limestone at the front façade and
brick at the side and rear elevations. The front
façade was dominated by an elaborate,
Classical frontispiece at the main entry. The
double-hung windows have equal-sized sash
with true divided lites in a 6-over-6 pattern. A
prominent, stone chimney rose from the
south wall of the south wing of the ell-shaped
main house. The roof was wood, re-sawn
shingle. A single bay, attached garage and
breezeway extended from the north wall of
the main house. A small, open-air porch
extended from the south wall of the main
house. A single bay, detached automobile
garage stood towards the south end of the
property.
Upon completion, Kate and Edmond Raftery
moved into the house. Likely, the uncertain
economy following the Stock Market Crash in
October 1929 diminished the pool of potential
purchasers for the new house. Presumably, it
would have been more economical for the
Rafterys to rent their former, smaller home
(208 South River Lane) rather than carry the
expense of the new home, sitting unoccupied.

Above: Sanborn Fire Insurance map, 1930-1945

In October 1930, Walter and Martha Wood of Evanston, Illinois purchased the riverfront property from the
Rafterys for $5,000. However, until the Rafterys could move out, Mr. and Mrs. Wood temporarily rented another
house in Geneva.
Walter Wood was the sales manager for a large, Chicago-based, laundry company, The Washington Laundry, and
lived at Evanston, Illinois. At that time, the laundry business was very lucrative for many reasons. Few homes had
washing or drying machines. Wealthier individuals preferred the professional cleaning and finishing provided by
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commercial laundries as well as the cost-savings afforded by a reduction in the need for in-home laundresses.
Restaurants and hotels were flourishing in the 1920s and required laundering services for table linens and bed
linens.
Walter and Martha Wood lived in the South River Lane home only a short time. Walter died in October 1935, five
years after acquiring the property; he was buried at Geneva. Martha Wood sold the house to Kate and Edmond
Raftery in February 1936 and moved from the Fox Valley. Seventeen months later, in July 1937, the house at 305
South River Lane was sold to Owen and Anna Yerkes of Evanston, Illinois.
Owen Yerkes worked as a railroad dispatcher and a telegraph operator/engineer for the Western Union Telegraph
Company in Illinois, Minnesota, and New Mexico. Between 1915 and 1931, Owen Yerkes was working in the
Chicago offices of Western Union. During that period, the Yerkes family lived at Chicago and, later, moved to
Evanston. By 1937, their daughter, Della Lorraine (b. 1899) had established herself as a nationally-recognized
interior decorator. She was highly regarded for innovative interiors and wallpaper designs. Their son, Wallace F.
Yerkes (b. 1900) was an established architect, living in Evanston and well-known for designing traditionallyinspired residences across Chicago’s North Shore. At the time that his parents moved to Geneva, Illinois, W. F.
Yerkes was employed in the office of Ernest Alton Grunsfeld, one of the prominent architects in Highland Park,
Illinois and the architect for the Adler Planetarium in Chicago. W. F. Yerkes joined Grunsfeld’s firm as a partner in
1939. The partnership designed numerous notable buildings in Chicago and its suburbs as well as residences in
California, Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, New Mexico, and Texas.
During the ownership of the Yerkes family, the
exterior of the home—apparently—was finished with
stucco, possibly at the direction of the designoriented children. The unembellished stucco finish
yielded an austere architectural appearance and
further accentuated the prominent and boldlydetailed main entrance to the house.
While living at Geneva, Anna Yerkes operated her
own interior decorating shop, possibly from her
South River Lane home.
Reportedly, the interiors of the home were refashioned by both W. F. Yerkes and D. Lorraine Yerkes
between 1937 and 1941, when the house was sold to
Walter Jay Stephens. At that time, Owen and Anna
relocated to Marengo, Illinois where their daughter operated The Horse and Buggy Inn (1941-1945).
A portion of the original lot (which included the detached garage) was sold around 1950 for the construction of
the Roscoe G. Sappenfield house at 333 South River Lane. However, the house at 305 South River Lane remained
largely unaltered from 1930 until about 1977, when a new Sunroom was constructed at the rear of the
house…behind the original garage and breezeway.
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Based on historic aerial maps, the original, attached garage and breezeway were altered between 1981 and 1987.
Building Division and Zoning Board of Appeals records for the City of Geneva indicate that the addition was
constructed in 1982 for Lucille Giacalone, homeowner. At that time, a strip of land was acquired from the north
neighbor and an additional garage bay was added to the north of the original bay of the attached garage.
Based on later aerial views and the 1999 Geneva Architectural Survey, the original, south porch along with its
hipped roof was removed between
1999 and 2001. Records of the
Geneva Building Division and
Historic Preservation Commission
indicate that, in April 1999, Mary
Alexander requested to extend the
existing screened porch a distance
of 7’-6” to the south. Mary
Alexander committed to retaining
and/or replicating the existing,
historic details of the original 19291930 porch, including its hipped
roofline. However, when the south
porch was enlarged, a gable roof
was installed to replace the historic
hipped roof.
1996

Historic South Porch in 1999 prior to Mary Alexander Expansion

In 2015, the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission approved limestone paving as an appropriate and
reversible replacement of the wooden porch floor at the circa 1985 breezeway entrance (north wing).
The Wood-Yerkes House is locally-significant for its association with patterns of community development (River
Lane Beautification Project, 1926-1941); its association with important, local citizens (Kate and Edmond Raftery);
and its association with three, prominent, Chicago-area architects (Frazier, Raftery, and Yerkes). Although not
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under the review authority of the Commission, the interior of the house may have additional significance for its
association with D. Lorraine Yerkes, if any of her interior alterations remain.
The Period of Significance for the Central Geneva Historic District, listed in the National Register of Historic Places,
is 1835-1967. Therefore, modifications made to the house at 305 South River Lane prior to 1967 are considered
to be significant. Modifications made after 1967 are not deemed to be significant. Contemporary alterations to
the exterior that are visible from the public right-of-way should be sensitive to the pre-1967 appearance of the
house yet be distinctly discernable from the pre-1967 appearance of the house.
REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking to remove the existing porch (the original south porch along with a non-historic extension
and gable roof), constructed between 1999 and 2001. The proposal also requests to construct a new, Three Season
Room in place of the existing porch.
The proposed addition consists of three (3) bays (along South River Lane), which results in an addition
approximately three times longer than the original porch. The south elevation, also consisting of three (3) bays,
matches the width of the existing porch. The roof is proposed to be a gable roof with a north-south ridge, similar
to the post-1999 roof form.

ADDITION

WEST ELEVATION

The west façade of the proposed addition (along South River
Lane) incorporates decorative, paneled pilasters that flank
paired, double-hung windows. The submitted, architectural
permit drawings indicate a trellis or architectural feature on the
west wall of the proposed addition. No details of the feature
have been provided, and it is unclear whether or not the feature
is an integral component of the proposed addition.
The south elevation incorporates decorative, paneled pilasters
only at the outer corners but continues the pattern of paired,
double-hung windows with unequal sash.
The central bay of each elevation consists of a wall finished with
stucco or an unspecified, “equal” material. Typically, “equal”

ADDITION

SOUTH ELEVATION
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stucco materials refer to exterior insulation finish systems, or EIFS (e.g. Dryvit or STO), which has been rejected
for use on other projects within the Historic District.
The paneled pilasters, flanking west-facing windows and set at exterior corners of the south elevation, do not
appear to reference any architectural detail of the original porch or the historic details of the main entrance
(historic doorway pilasters do not have recessed panels and are quite wide). The use of pilasters is inconsistent
from one elevation to the next, as viewed from the public right-of-way. The pilaster trim is identified as an
unspecified “resin,” which is presumed to be a foam-based material (e.g. Fypon). Foam-based trim material has
been recently rejected for use on other rehabilitation projects within the Historic District.
The proposed windows are clad (Fibrex® composite cladding material) with simulated divided lites within
“cottage-style sash” (unequal sash with the lower sash longer than the upper sash). Divided lites should be
specified to meet the requirements of the Geneva Window Policy that requires simulated muntins affixed to both
the exterior and interior faces of window glass and with the installation of a non-specular (no raw aluminum)
spacer material between the glass.
Presumably, roof shingles will be asphalt to match existing; however, the shingle material has not been specified.
During a concept review of the proposed addition on February 20, 2018, the HPC voiced the following concerns
about the proposed addition:
1. the proposed addition no longer respected or represented the character of the historic porch;
2. the length of the addition compared to both the original screened porch and the historic residence
raised were uncharacteristic of the more compact design of the original house;
3. while the addition provides a sense of “balance” with the original north wing (which had been
expanded in the early 1980s), the proportion of the addition is not complementary to the historic
architecture of the house; and
4. architectural details and overall character should be sensitive and complementary to the historic
residence yet be “a product of the 21st century.”
In accordance with the SOI Standards and Design Guidelines for Historic Properties as adopted by the City of
Geneva, the Commission should determine—minimally—whether or not:
1.
2.

3.
4.

the overall massing and length of the proposed addition are appropriate;
the window design (offset/unequal sashes and divided lite pattern) as well as window materials
(Fibrex® clad) and sash proportions (simulating historic window sash details) are appropriate and
details meet the requirements of the Geneva Window Policy;
the nature of exterior siding materials (“stucco or equal,”) are understood and appropriate; and
the proposed architectural details (flanking, paneled pilasters with resin trim) are appropriate and
used complementarily.

Because the Building Division has not received—as of the date of this Staff report—a completed Zoning
Compatibility Worksheet, any recommendation of the Historic Preservation Commission regarding this request
should be subject to compliance with all zoning requirements for the property. Electronic submittals of the plans
were not provided, as required; therefore, a full-size set of permit drawings will be made available at the HPC
meeting for review, as needed.
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HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE & PROJECT COMPLIANCE SUMMARY – STAFF ANALYSIS

1.

1999 COG Architectural
Survey Designation
(NC, C, PS, S):

Significant

2.

Associated Architectural
Style(s) or Type:

Late Colonial Revival with asymmetrical facade

3.

Significant Architectural
Features :

Street-facing gable, prominent main entry

4.

Date of Construction:

1929

5.

Date(s) of Significant
Addition(s) and/or
Alteration(s):

6.

Period of Significance (POS):

1982: North Garage Addition (a second bay constructed)
1982-1987: Rear (East) Family Room (behind garage and breezeway)
1999: South Porch reconstruction and extension
2015: Limestone porch flooring installed at 1929-1930 breezeway porch
1929-1967

7.

Historic Names Associated
with Property:

8.

Historic Images:

Kate and Edmond Raftery, owners; Walter Frazier and Howard Raftery, architects;
Walter and Martha Wood, owners; Owen and Anna Yerkes, owners; Wallace F.
Yerkes, architect; and D. Lorraine Yerkes, interior decorator.
Yes

9.

Historic Map Representation:

Yes, Sanborn Fire Insurance map – 1930-1945

10. Why is it Important?
(Context / Significance)
11. Proposed Architectural
Features Consistent with
Architectural Style and POS:
(Exterior Rehab / Additions)

Second, architect-designed home as part of Kate Raftery’s River Lane
Beautification Project (1926-1941). Attributed to Frazier & Raftery, Architects.
Neo-traditional design with modern-era elements.
The proposed addition is discernable as new construction.
The proposed addition could be removed in the future without adversely
impacting the architectural character of the historic residence.

12. Proposed Architectural
Features Inconsistent with
Architectural Style and POS:
(Exterior Rehab / Additions)

The proposed mass and length of the proposed addition does not respect the
original side porch or the asymmetrical design of the historic facade.
The proposed architectural details (offset sash, paneled pilasters, solid stucco
wall) do not complement the historic architecture.

13. Significant Landscape
Elements:
14. Application of COG
HPC Design Guidelines:

None.

15. Compliance with COG
HPC Window Policy:

Meets guidelines for discernibility.
Dose not meet guidelines for limiting size and scale in relationship to historic
building; for constructing additions at the rear or inconspicuously at the side of a
building.
Windows should have equal sashes to complement the existing window design of
the historic home.

16. Compliance with COG
HPC Siding Policy:

Stucco or an unspecified equivalent is proposed to match existing residence.

17. Summary IHPA Comments:
(Projects utilizing or
potentially utilizing Rehab
Tax Credit or Tax Assessment
Freeze)

n/a
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COMPLIANCE WITH
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or
be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the
building and its site and environment.
The historic character of a property shall be
retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
Each property shall be recognized as a physical
record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development,
such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.
Most properties change over time; those changes
that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved.
Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities
and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments, such as
sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of
structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible.
Significant archeological resources affected by a
project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures
shall be undertaken.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall
be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.

10. New additions and adjacent or related new
construction shall be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.

Property will continue use as a single-family residence.

No removal of significant architectural features proposed (original side
porch removed between 1999 and 2001. The asymmetrical massing of
the original construction will be lost with the proposed addition.
The proposed addition will not create a false sense of historical
development.

Changes that have gained significance in their own right will not be
affected by the proposed addition.
The original side porch was removed and reconstructed between 1999
and 2001.
n/a

n/a

n/a

The historic residence features pilasters only at the main entry to
provide architectural interest and emphasis at the entry point; the
proposed pilasters flanking windows has no precedent in the historic
architecture, where pilasters highlighted the primary entry. The
original porch featured unadorned, stucco piers as the primary
architectural element. The length of the proposed addition is not
compatible with the historic residence; however, it is differentiated
from the historic residence.
The addition could be removed in the future such that the essential
form and integrity of the historic residence would be unimpaired.

HPC action on the agenda item may be as follows:
1. Adopt Staff’s Finding of Fact as presented.
2. Adopt Staff’s Finding of Fact, with modifications, basing any modifications on the SOI Standards.
3. Create new Finding of Fact, basing it on the SOI Standards.

